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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to Stable Farms LTD! We are a start-up UK hedge fund primarily
focused on the Derivatives part of the crypto space where we have
outsourced 5 proficient and track record verified traders yielding years of
experience, who are privately KYC'd with us, that have signed contracts with
us to manage the company's assets under their portfolios that have proven
time and time again to deliver yearly returns of 1000% + on their
spreadsheets. 
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WHAT ARE HEDGE FUNDS?
Hedge funds are pooled investment vehicles that can invest in a wide variety
of products, including derivatives, foreign exchange, and publicly traded
securities. They can be very volatile depending on the fund manager(s),
often leading to high ROIs when managed properly.

Most hedge funds are not widely available to the public directly and are
suited to sophisticated and/or institutional investors who typically have
sufficient means, expertise, and capacity. StableFarms believes in making
investing in hedge funds simple so every investor no matter how big or small
their portfolios are can reap the benefits.



Derivatives are complex financial instruments that have value
because they are connected to something else, called the underlying
asset. Four most common examples of derivative instruments are
Forwards, Futures, Options and Swaps.

With expertise knowledge of these markets, as apparent in hedge
funds, high ROIs can be realized with relatively low risk. 

WHAT ARE DERIVATIVES?
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everage trading, in the most basic sense, is any type of trading that involves
borrowing money or otherwise increasing the number of shares involved in a
trade beyond the number of shares you could afford when paying in cash.
The higher the risk, the greater the level of knowledge and experience
required to manage the risk, which becomes even more important when
trading leveraged products in a volatile market.

StableFarms enables investors to get in on the market by putting their assets
in a secured farm with guaranteed ROIs covered by the hedge fund, so that
the fund managers can increase the company's equity and maintain larger
positions.

WHAT IS LEVERAGE TRADING?



WHAT IS STABLE FARMS?

Stable farms is a asset management company (Hedge Fund) that allows for
Stable Coin pools to be utilized as vehicles for yielding high returns for
depositors by means of allowing the deposits/investments to be allocated
once every month to our fund managers and to be traded along with their
own portfolios to yield low risk/ high reward strategies with risk being
mitigated by the following:

Even Distribution of
assets over 5
managers each with
their own trading
strategy.

Different risk/reward
ratio per manager
to guarantee risk
distribution
mitigation.

 Largest portion of
open position equating
to the managers own
assets so careless
trading is removed
from the equation.
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The returns come from asset management and portfolio growth of our hedge
fund managers taking onboard, and in an even distribution getting allocated
a share of deposited  stable coins that are pooled in Stable Farms and
trading the value along with their portfolios on central exchanges (Bybit,
OKEX, Binance currently supported and used by our traders) with a fee
structure that consists of the following: 20% of profit based upon holdings
kicked back to the manager on all winning trades and Stable Farms holdings
being re-deposited into our pools (Stable Farms) every 14 days for our
investors to either take profits or keep their tokens deposited for the next 14
day lock up compounding their investment. If our investors decided to take
back profits or withdraw their funds there will be a 48h window for them to
take their investment out before their tokens get pulled from the pools and
allocated to the managers for the next lockup.
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HOW DO YOU MAKE RETURNS FOR
INVESTORS?



Our native token will be used for governance and access to the platform
where to be able to deposit Stable Coins the user will need to hold at least
25, 000 $SF tokens to be able to access the Dapp. This is a NO tax coin 0%
as we believe that tax is unnecessary for our coin and will just complicate
things when getting listed on CEX's.

45% - presale & liquidity
14% - listing & development
6%  - founders (3% per founder)
20% - APY & Farms 7 day staking multiplier
5%  - future marketing
10% - traders shares (2% per manager)

100 MILLION TOTAL TOKENS
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THE TOKEN & TOKENOMICS
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STAKING

COMPANY INFORMATION

We will have our staking pools that will be eligible for 15% per
week $SF rewards for the ones who stake and lock up their tokens
for 7 days or more! These pools will be active for 45 days only and
allow for our long term holders increase the amount of tokens they
hold.
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We are a UK registered company with an office address residing in the heart
of London on a top trading floor/office where the team will carry out the
company related affairs and overlook the accounts/daily work conducted by
the traders. All company details along with the company number registered
on. https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/companies-house will be
present and available to check on our site along with our certificate of
incorporation.



Traders located & contracts signed
Office lease signed for 24 months
Website & Socials 

Traders located & contracts signed
Office lease signed for 24 months
Website & Socials 

CN customer acquisition campaign
YouTube campaign
 Governance open for company future
direction

Marketing stage .1
Fair launch on PinkS
Pools and staking open

Marketing stage .2
Source sales team
Open Shang-Hai branch 

CEX listing on 2x
exchanges (TBA)
 Stable farms p2p portal
  Marketing stage .3

JULY

SEPTEMBER

NOVEMBER

AUGUST

OCTOBER

DECEMBER 
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ROADMAP



We are a crypto hedge fund boasting 5 proficient traders from the UK to
manage stable coin deposits from our pools along with their own portfolios to
yield returns gained on their central exchange accounts in excess of 1000%
APY. The $SF token itself is 0% tax and acts primarily as governance of the
company much like its shares in addition to allowing access to the products

offered by our company.

CONTACT US

SUMMARY OF WP CONTENT
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www.youtube.com/channel/UC9L_zz3G0Q635oAhKZsvWzQ

discord.gg/ZB9MBcHpKR

www.reddit.com/user/StableFarmsuk/

GITHUB - https://github.com/StableFarmsuk

twitter.com/stablefarmsuk

t.me/stablefarms


